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Abstract -Two MOS current gain cells are proposed that provide linear 
amplification of currents supplied by several linear MOS V -  I converters. 
The gain is electronically variable by a voltage or a current and can be 
made insensitive to temperature and IC processing. The gain cells have a 
constant (gain-independent) bandwidth. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A basic problem of the use of negative feedback in amplifiers 
is the compromise to be made between bandwidth on the one 
hand and linearity of the transfer function on the other [l]. This 
trade-off is not necessary if amplifier circuits are available with a 
linear open4oop transfer characteristic. 

The bipolar translinear current gain cell [2] has this property. 
In addition, it features a wide-band frequency response and 
electronically variable gain, as well as insensitivity to ,IC process- 
ing and temperature. This makes it a useful building block for 
applications requiring programmable high-frequency gain (e.g., 
gain control and signal multiplication). 

In this paper, two MOS gain cells with similar features will be 
proposed, one with a voltage-controlled gain and the other with a 
current-controlled gain. In Section I1 it will be shown how linear 
current gain is obtained in these circuits, using the square-law 
MOS characteristic. Moreover, in Section I11 it will be argued 
that the MOS gain cells have a constant (gain-independent) 
bandwidth. This is due to the fact that the transconductance of a 
MOS transistor can be varied without affecting its gate-source 
capacitance, in contrast to the bipolar case. dction IV presents 
experimental results demonstrating the feasibility of the concept 
and Section V ends with the conclusions. 

11. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

A.  Input-Current Form 

The MOS gain cells to be described require input currents of 
the form supplied by several known linear V -  I converters [3] - [5] .  
Although using different circuit structures, these V -  I converters 
provide output currents of the form 

‘1 = k u (  vbias -k (14 
‘2 = ku ( vbias - 1’ (1b) 
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Fig. 1. Voltage-controlled gain cell. 

where k ,  is a transconductance parameter, V,,,,, is a bias voltage, 
and U,, is the input voltage signal of interest. The currents of (la) 
and (lb) are used as input currents Iinl and ZIn2 for the MOS 
gain cells. The difference of these currents AZln is linearly depen- 
dent on vln: 

Since AIin is the signal to be amplified, (la) and (lb) are first 
rewritten in terms of AIln as 

where I,, is the zero-signal value of the input currents. For the 
linear V-  I converters referred to before, it follows from (la) and 
(lb) that I,, is given by 

Zmo = kuV2ias ’ (4 )  

The operation of the MOS gain cells will now be discussed 
assuming identical MOS transistors operating in strong inversion 
and saturation, characterized by 

= kg(  %s - y,,)2, for 5. > K,,. ( 5 )  

B. Voltage-Controlled Gain Cell 

The circuit structure of the voltage-controlled gain cell is 
shown in Fig. 1. The input currents of (3) will develop gate-source 
voltages across input transistors M1 and M2 which can be 
expressed as (using (3) and (5 ) )  

(6) 

From (6), it can be seen that the difference of the gate-source 
voltages of M1 and M 2  is directly proportional to AIin. To 
achieve linear current gain, this voltage difference must be con- 
verted to a current difference in a linear fashion. This is done by 
two MOS transistors of which the sum of the gate-source volt- 
ages is kept constant [3]. From (6) it can be seen that this 
constant sum condition is already present at the input transistors. 
The linearity condition is satisfied for the output transistors M3 
and M4 as well, since a constant voltage V ,  is added to Vgs1 and 
GS2. This is the key to the operation of the voltage-controlled 
gain cell. The resulting output currents take the form (using (5) 
and (6)) 
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Fig. 2 Current-controlled gam cell. 

I I C  

Therefore the differential output current is given by 

and it follows that the current gain will be 

K = 1 +  A,=-  * I O U ,  

''in /=' 
Linear differential current gain is thus aclueved, controllable by 
voltage K. The equations derived so far are valid for large 
signals, as long as the condition &s > vh (or I, > 0) is satisfied. 
Using (6), (7), and (9), the maximum input signal can be calcu- 
lated as 

I A I i n  Iinax = 4IIn0 9 for A, 2 1 (loa) 

=4&,,,, for A, ~ 1 .  (lob) 

The gain A,  can be made insensitive to temperature and IC- 
processing variations by suitably generating Ilno (see also (4)): 

L o  = kgG2 (11) 

where V, is a dc voltage which depends on temperature and IC 
processing in the same way as V,  does. 
C. Current-Controlled Gain Cell 

The basic circuit structure of a current-controlled gain cell is 
shown in Fig. 2. It differs from the voltage-controlled version by 
the alternative way in which the linearity of the I/-I conversion 
in the output transistors M3 and M4 is achieved. Using (5) ,  the 
transfer function of t h s  differential pair can be expressed in the 
well-known form [3] 

This V- I conversion can be linearized [3] by making Ioutl + IoutZ 
suitably dependent on (V,+ - F&)'. It follows from (3),  (6), and 
(12) that the desired square-law component is in fact already 
available in the sum of the input currents: 

1 
~ i n l  + 1 , n 2 = 2 r , n ~ + ~ k g ( ~ $ i - ~ , $ Z ) ' .  (13) 

Using a current mirror, this current is added to a control current 

I, to form the tail current for M3 and M4: 

Using first (12) and (14) and then (6), this results in a current 
gain given by 

(15) 

Thus a second linear current gam cell is revealed, having a gain 
controllable by current I,. It can be simply shown that the 
input-current restnctions of (10) also hold for ths  gam cell. The 
gain again can be rendered insensitive to temperature and IC 
technology by making I, and Iino depend on temperature and IC 
processing in the same way. 

D. Comparison of the Gain Cells 

The gain cells described above obtain the same transfer func- 
tion by different means. Since the individual transistors operate 
under the same conditions, the circmts have the same linearity 
properties. In both gam cells the maximum achievable gam is 
limited by voltage restrictions, necessary to keep all transistors in 
strong inversion and saturation. The voltage drop across the 
current-mrror input in the current-controlled gain cell poses an 
extra voltage restnction The voltage-controlled gain cell does not 
have this disadvantage, but it needs a low-impedance V,  source, 
since the input currents flow through it 

I11 BANDWIDTH PROPERTIES 

To get an impression of the HF properties of the gam-cell 
circuits, the small-signal behavior was examined assuming differ- 
ential current drive at the input. Since small-signal properties are 
exarmned, in contrast to (3), the signal parts of I,nl and Iln2 are 
equal, but have opposite sign, so no ac current will flow into 
source V,  nor in the current-mirror input. Therefore in both 
gam-cell circuits the common-source node of transistors M1 and 
M2 as well as that of M3 and M4 can be regarded as ac ground. 
When A, =1 (so V,  and I ,  are zero), the circuits act as a p a r  of 
simple current mirrors, with a bandwidth determned mainly by 
the transconductance of the input transistors and the capacitance 
present at the input nodes. By means of V,  or I,, A, can be 
incre,ased without changing this bandwidth, since the transcon- 
ductance of the input transistors and the input node capacitances 
remain the same. Thus, in contrast to bipolar gain cells wluch 
have a constant GB product when the gain is varied, the MOS 
gain cells have a constant bandwidth As a consequence, the 
MOS gain cells have an A,-times lugher GB product than a p a r  
of simple current mirrors constructed with the same transistors 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The linearity and bandwidth properties of the circuits of Figs. 
1 and 2 were measured on a breadboard reahation using 
CA3600E transistor arrays, having k, = 320 pA/V2. Since there 
were no significant differences, for the sake of brevity only the 
results of the voltage-controlled gain cell will be given here. The 
input drive currents of the form of (1) and (3) were supplied by a 
pair of PMOS transistors. The sources of this pair were con- 
nected to a dc bias voltage of 11.95 V. The gates were dnven by 
voltages +U,, and - uln around 10 V, provided by a signal 
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Fig. 3. Transfer function of the voltage-controlled gain cell with input cur- 
rents according to (3). 
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Fig. 5 THD measured at the output of the voltage-controlled gain cell for 
an A I,, amplitude of (a) 190 pA and ( b )  100 pA. 

generator with balanced output. V,  was supplied by a variable 
power supply. For these biasing conditions Iino =50 pA and 
/ m = 0 . 4  V. The output currents of the gain cell were 
measured by means of 100-9 load resistors. 

The relation between AI,,, and AI,,, for different V,  values is 
plotted in Fig. 3 and the relation between the current gain and V,  
is shown in Fig. 4. The figures demonstrate the linearity and 
variability of the gain. However, due to the mobility reduction 
effect, the gain is less than predicted by (9), especially for large V,  
values. 

Fig. 5 shows the THD of the gain cell for sinusoidal AIin 
having a frequency of 1 kHz and an amplitude of 190 and 100 
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Fig 6. THD measured at the output of a MOS implementation of a bipolar 
gain cell with input currents according to (a) (16) and (h)  (3) (see text). 

pA (95 and 50 percent of its maximum value (10)). The THD 
value was below 0.5 percent. It is determined mainly by third 
harmonics, due to mobility reduction. To get an impression of 
the relative merits of the circuit, a MOS implementation of the 
bipolar gain cell [2] was also realized on breadboard.,The THD 
was measured for input currents of the form of (3) as well as for 
linear currents of the form 

Iin,.,= Iino +1/2AIm. (16) 

Fig. 6 gives the results, again for an AI,,, amplitude of 95 percent 
of its theoretical maximum. The THD values are substantially 
larger than for the MO5 gain cells proposed in this paper. 

To verify the prediction of constant bandwidth, the -3-dB 
bandwidth of the gain cells was measured, again for Ilno = 50 PA. 
It appeared to be 1.1 MHz, indeed independent of A,  for A,  
ranging from 1 to 8. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Two new MOS gain cells have been proposed in this paper 
which provide electronically variable linear current gain at a 
constant bandwidth. The gain cells have an A,  times larger 
gain-bandwidth product than a current mirror constructed with 
the same transistors. 
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